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abstract

On September 15, 2015, President Obama signed Executive Order 13707 titled “Using Behavioral Science Insights to Better Serve the American People.” The order directs federal agencies to integrate behavioral insights into their policies and programs and formally establishes the Social and Behavioral Sciences Team (SBST). Originally launched in 2014, SBST translates insights from behavioral science research into improvements in federal policies and programs. In its first annual report, SBST detailed results from projects that drew on behavioral insights to promote retirement security, expand college access and affordability, connect workers and small businesses with economic opportunities, improve health outcomes, and increase program integrity and government efficiency. The results of SBST projects offer important lessons for bringing a behavioral perspective to federal policy. The executive order provides a framework for future policy applications.
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In 2014, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy created the Social and Behavioral Sciences Team (SBST) to translate research findings and methods from the social and behavioral sciences into improvements in federal policies and programs for the benefit of the American people. Building on SBST’s first year of work, President Obama signed Executive Order 13707, “Using Behavioral Science Insights to Better Serve the American People,” on September 15, 2015. The order directs federal agencies to integrate behavioral insights into their policies and programs and formally establishes SBST.

The third paragraph of Executive Order 13707 perhaps best articulates SBST’s goals:

To more fully realize the benefits of behavioral insights and deliver better results at a lower cost for the American people, the Federal Government should design its policies and programs to reflect our best understanding of how people engage with, participate in, use, and respond to those policies and programs. By improving the effectiveness and efficiency of Government,
behavioral science insights can support a range of national priorities, including helping workers to find better jobs; enabling Americans to lead longer, healthier lives; improving access to educational opportunities and support for success in school; and accelerating the transition to a low-carbon economy.

SBST strives to achieve these goals by identifying federal policy and program objectives that depend on the decisions or actions of individuals. It then leverages insights from behavioral science research to redesign those policies and programs accordingly. Successful SBST projects to date demonstrate that behavioral science research can help government programs better serve Americans.

SBST projects have implications for policymakers throughout government, as well as for behavioral science researchers in academia and elsewhere. By virtue of its wide array of programs and the scale at which those programs operate, the U.S. federal government is in a unique position to realize the potential social payoffs from behaviorally informed policymaking. Policymakers, program administrators, and behavioral science researchers all share a stake in the success of this initiative.

Results from SBST’s initial projects offer some early lessons for developing behavioral applications to federal policy. Below, we explore a few of those lessons. We also expand upon the framework of Executive Order 13707, which builds on some of the early work and provides direction for future policy applications of behavioral science research.

Lessons from SBST’s First Year of Work

SBST’s first year was a demonstration of proof of concept. The goal was to show that the federal government could launch a coordinated effort that effectively applied behavioral science insights to a range of federal government programs. In September 2015, SBST released its first annual report, which detailed the results of a set of initial projects that drew on behavioral insights. These projects helped promote retirement security, expand college access and affordability, connect workers and small businesses with economic opportunities, improve health outcomes, and increase program integrity and government efficiency.2 (See Table 1 at the end of this article for brief descriptions of the projects.) Several important lessons emerged from this initial portfolio of collaborations, including those illustrated by the four case studies described below.

The Case for Change Is Cumulative

In its first year, SBST focused on executing projects in which behavioral insights could be embedded directly into programs at a low cost and potentially generate immediate, quantifiable improvements in program outcomes. Given the short time frame, most large policy design features, such as default settings of policy choices, were taken as fixed. That said, these quick, small-scale projects set the stage for larger projects and collaborations down the line.

A sequence of collaborations with the Department of Defense (DOD) promoting retirement security illustrates this point. In 2014, only 42% of active duty service members—compared with 87% of civilian federal employees—were enrolled in the Thrift Savings Plan (TSP), the federal government’s workplace savings program. One likely cause for this difference is that the federal government automatically enrolls civilian employees in TSP, but has not done so with service members (a practice due to change in 2018).

Given the extensive body of behavioral science research that addresses retirement savings, SBST identified this policy area as a ripe opportunity to apply behavioral insights.3,4 To quickly demonstrate the impact of behavioral insights on DOD programs and to gain momentum in support of future large-scale efforts, SBST and DOD looked first for a chance to rapidly implement a low-cost, quantifiable behavioral intervention.

SBST identified one such opportunity in December 2014, when DOD indicated that it planned to send out an e-mail notice to approximately 140,000 service members enrolled in a Roth TSP, a type of TSP plan. The notice alerted service members of a change in the online military pay system that would require them to reenroll in their Roth TSP in January 2015 to avoid having their contributions suspended indefinitely. SBST worked with DOD to leverage behavioral insights to redesign the notice and to embed a low-cost, randomized evaluation into a broader outreach campaign. The redesigned version of the e-mail emphasized the New Year as a chance for service members to make a fresh start with their finances, clarified the steps needed to
complete the reenrollment process, and encouraged action to avoid losing the chance to contribute savings.\textsuperscript{5}

Within one week of the e-mails being sent, the redesigned e-mail using behavioral insights led to a 5.2-percentage-point increase (from 23.5\% to 28.7\%) in reenrollments in the Roth TSP relative to the original notice. On the basis of this result, DOD scaled up the effective behavioral messaging in follow-up email messages to all service members that encouraged them to act before the reenrollment deadline.

More important, on the basis of this initial pilot study and its demonstration that behavioral insights were a low-cost, effective tool for supporting DOD’s goal of service member financial security, DOD entered into a larger-scale, multiyear collaboration with SBST. Over the course of 2015, DOD and SBST collaborated on two additional projects. The first was a pilot study that prompted service members not enrolled in TSP to make a yes or no choice about whether to sign up for TSP during an orientation briefing upon their arrival at a new military base. This pilot study led to a significant boost in TSP enrollments.\textsuperscript{4} The second was an e-mail campaign that sent approximately 720,000 nonenrolled service members messages about TSP that were designed using behavioral insights: these insights included framing the decision to enroll as a choice between two options (“Yes, I want to enroll” or “No, I do not want to enroll”) and charting out clear action steps for enrolling.\textsuperscript{6} In this campaign, messages informed by behavioral insights led to roughly 4,930 new enrollments and $1.3 million in savings in just the first month after the messages were sent.

On the basis of the success of these efforts, SBST and DOD continue to expand the scope of this work. DOD has committed to applying insights from the military base pilot study to bases and installations across the country with higher troop concentrations. Moreover, DOD now sends service members periodic e-mails informed by behavioral insights about the benefits of TSP. (In an action independent of the efforts described above, Congress in 2015 passed legislation that will require that new service members be automatically enrolled in TSP beginning in 2018.)

Pilot Studies Are Only Starting Points

Although SBST conducts much of its work as empirical projects, research is not its end goal. Demonstration projects and evaluations are merely ways to identify whether an intervention has an effect and to develop evidence for how to better design programs and policies. Ensuring that policies and programs incorporate the lessons of those empirical projects requires independent attention and effort.

A project with the General Services Administration (GSA) demonstrates this point. When the government purchases goods and services from vendors under certain contracts, those vendors are required to do two things: first, report those sales to the government and, second, pay a small fraction of their reported sales to the federal government as an administrative fee known as the Industrial Funding Fee (IFF).

To promote more accurate self-reporting of the sales and, consequently, more accurate payments of the IFF, SBST and GSA introduced a required signature box at the top of an online payment form for a random sample of roughly 18,000 contractors. The signature box asked contractors to confirm the truth and accuracy of the information they were about to report. This intervention is based on research showing that requiring people to sign their names to confirm the accuracy of self-reported statements at the top of a form can reduce self-reporting errors.\textsuperscript{7}

Results demonstrated that the signature box at the top of the form was effective. The median self-reported sales amount was $445 higher for vendors signing at the top of the form compared with those vendors who were not required to make this confirmation. The combined amounts collected totaled $28.6 million from those for whom the confirmation was required, compared with $27.0 million from those for whom it was not. In other words, by introducing the signature box, the federal government collected an additional $1.59 million in fees in a single quarter.

Although this was an exciting result, crucially, the work of SBST did not end there. SBST continued its collaboration with GSA to help bring this pilot study’s result to scale. GSA is now making permanent changes to the online form to incorporate a signature box so that it can achieve improved IFF program integrity on an ongoing basis.

Testing Is Feasible, Effective, and Informative

At its core, SBST’s mandate is one of translation: using promising research findings to create pragmatic
program solutions. But designing optimal ways to communicate with the public, to structure choices and incentives, and to help qualifying individuals access public programs is not as simple as reviewing the scientific literature and implementing its findings. Decades of behavioral research has shown that the ways in which individuals respond to program details, such as the presentation of information or the structure of choices, is highly context specific.

As a result, any effort to translate behavioral research to policy will benefit from frequent evaluation and feedback. Whenever possible, SBST works with agencies to rigorously test the impact of behavioral insights on program outcomes before implementing them widely. In this way, SBST can learn about what works, what works best, and what does not work. Moreover, because agencies can often embed these tests directly into their programs and evaluate impacts using existing administrative data, the tests can be relatively quick and inexpensive.8,9 Two null results from projects in SBST’s first year illustrate the importance of this approach. In both cases, SBST and agency collaborators leveraged research showing that highlighting the contrast between the actions of an individual and the social norm (how most people act) can successfully prompt action.10,11

In one project, SBST worked with the Department of the Treasury’s Debt Management Service (DMS) to increase collections from individuals with outstanding nontax debt. Individuals might incur this type of debt by, for example, failing to repay Medicare for an overpayment they received. SBST and DMS redesigned DMS’s standard collection letter to include simplified language, a shortened web address for making online payments, a personalized salutation, and a prominent reference to the total amount owed in the letter’s opening line. It also included an accurate statement that 91% of Americans pay their debts on time (appealing to a social norm of timely payments).12

DMS sent approximately 21,000 letters to debtors. There was no observed difference in payment rates between those who were sent the redesigned collection letter and those who were sent the standard collection letter. The age and status of this debt may have been contributing factors. Recipients of these letters were already 180 days or more behind in their payments.

The second project involved the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services’ (CMS’s) efforts to combat inappropriate drug prescribing. Drawing again on social norms, SBST and CMS produced a letter sent to a subset of providers with unusually high billing patterns for Schedule II prescriptions such as opioids. Each letter compared the recipient’s prescribing rates with those of his or her peers and provided educational information about proper prescribing practices. No measurable impact on prescription rates was seen over the 90 days after the letter was mailed.13 On the basis of this finding, CMS and SBST are implementing additional approaches to reducing overprescribing that will alter the design, timing, and frequency of the government’s letters.

Results Build Evidence for Broader Changes

To serve its mission, SBST ensures its projects always include the goal of supporting broader conclusions about ways to improve the operations of government, the administration of federal programs, or the design of federal policies. This goes beyond simply applying the direct results of a test to a program or adopting interventions that work and abandoning those that do not. In many cases, the success or failure of a particular intervention can inform decisions about broader policy changes.

One example comes from a project with the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). The goal was to expand veterans’ access to benefits designed to help service members successfully reintegrate into civilian society. Through its Chapter 36 benefits program, the VA offers a variety of education, training, and job placement services. SBST worked with the VA to increase awareness and participation in this benefits program with low-cost informational e-mails. The VA sent veterans either one of two e-mails or no e-mail (the business-as-usual practice).14,15 One e-mail highlighted veterans’ eligibility for the benefit; the other e-mail highlighted that veterans had earned the benefit through their years of service. The e-mail emphasizing that the benefit was earned led to more action; nearly 9% more veterans who received it clicked through to the benefit application than did those who received the e-mail that simply emphasized that they were eligible.

Still, the number of benefit applications that veterans filled out remained quite low. Between November 2014 (when the e-mails were sent) and March 2015, only 146 veterans (0.3% of the people who received e-mails) applied for Chapter 36 benefits. The results suggest that barriers to enrollment in the Chapter 36 benefit program lie elsewhere and that more extensive changes may be...
necessary to promote access to these benefits. Results such as these can compel deeper analysis into the true barriers that may limit access to or effective engagement with government programs.

Even in instances where a light-touch intervention is effective, SBST results can suggest potentially more ambitious changes to program and policy designs. For example, if prompting service member enrollment in a retirement savings plan at key points during service member careers can significantly boost participation, what might that mean for how access to that plan should be designed in the first place? If a single informational e-mail can help individuals choose a student loan repayment program, what might this suggest about how best to structure that choice set? Through small changes to program administration, the impacts of SBST projects point to broader opportunities for policymakers to use behavioral insights to achieve policy goals across the federal government.

Future Directions under the Executive Order

In addition to the directives described above, Executive Order 13707 provides a high-level framework for identifying elements of policies, programs, and operations where behavioral insights might strongly contribute to desired policy outcomes. This framework provides a point of departure for policymakers who seek to apply research insights from behavioral science to current policy challenges. In doing so, it also provides a potentially instructive point of reference to behavioral science researchers outside of government regarding avenues of investigation or research questions that are most directly and immediately policy relevant. Below we elaborate on how SBST interprets this framework.

Rules and Procedures Governing Access to Programs

The order encourages agencies to “identify opportunities to help qualifying individuals, families, communities, and businesses access programs and benefits” (see reference 1, section 1[b][ii]). Behavioral science research demonstrates that seemingly small barriers to program access—such as lengthy or complex applications—can limit participation in programs by eligible individuals.

Further, a behavioral perspective suggests that complex eligibility criteria may in some instances impose costs to program access that outweigh the benefits of improved targeting efficiency. For example, research indicates not only that the complexity of the application for federal student aid deters some students from enrolling in college. It also provides evidence that basing aid determinations on less information about financial aid applicants would have modest effect on the program’s goal of providing aid to people who need it most. Together these results provide important evidence regarding the optimal design not just of the application process, but also of the underlying eligibility criteria that determine student aid amounts.

The order’s emphasis on access also highlights the value of research examining behavioral determinants of participation in federal programs. The success and impact of the policy applications of research on financial aid applications and retirement plan participation follow, in part, from the direct policy relevance of that research.

Provision of Information

Agencies are encouraged to “improve how information is presented to consumers, borrowers, program beneficiaries, and other individuals” (see reference 1, section 1[b][iii]). Many federal policies provide, require, or set standards for the provision of information to the public to help inform individual decisions. A behavioral perspective emphasizes the importance of presenting information in ways that are meaningful to individuals and allow for the effective use of that information.

For this reason, research into how behavioral factors interact with the content and presentation of information provided or regulated by federal agencies is valuable for policy. To take one example, research shows that individuals are better able to form accurate judgments about automotive fuel efficiency when information is presented as gallons per mile rather than miles per gallon. This research has directly informed the design of the sticker required by the Environmental Protection Agency on new cars.

Presentation and Structure of Choices Offered by Programs and Policies

The order encourages agencies to “identify programs that offer choices and carefully consider how the presentation and structure of those choices . . . can most effectively promote public welfare” (see reference
In situations where federal programs offer individuals choices, a behavioral perspective emphasizes how contextual factors, such as the complexity of choices or the number of options, are likely to influence decisions. Behavioral insights can address important issues related to program choice not just by simplifying the presentation of or assisting with those choices, but also by streamlining the number of options or the dimensionality of choice attributes. Behavioral insights can also help in situations where individuals are not presented with explicit menus of program choices but still have options in how they use programs—for example, the choice of when to claim a benefit.

Behavioral insights point to how the salience, structure, and timing of financial incentives can mediate their effectiveness. In addition, research from behavioral science reveals instances when nonfinancial incentives may be more effective or efficient than financial incentives. For example, research has shown that automatic enrollment is, in some contexts, more effective at encouraging savings in retirement savings plans than tax incentives are.

The order’s emphasis on incentives also highlights the value of research aimed at understanding behavioral responses to the incentives created by federal policies. One example is research demonstrating that some individuals may be more responsive to tax incentives to save for retirement if the benefit is structured as a match to savings rather than as a tax credit.

**Next Steps for Program Officials, Researchers, and Policymakers**

SBST’s work to date has produced improvements in outcomes across a range of federal policy areas. But in many ways, it illustrates just how much more work there is to be done, by researchers and policymakers alike, before the sustained translation of behavioral science insights into federal policy reaches its full potential. Identifying and realizing these broader applications will be ongoing work and involve the continued and collaborative engagement of program officials, policymakers, and researchers.

For program officials who are working to apply behavioral insights at various levels of government, the lessons of SBST’s first year are possibly instructive: Quick proof-of-concept work can build momentum for larger efforts, but lasting program and policy changes remain the end goal for this initiative. Agency officials may find it especially productive to look for opportunities to apply behavioral science insights to improve outcomes when they are administering or implementing rules that govern program access, offer choices, present information, or provide incentives.

For researchers, the framework laid out by the executive order provides a view into the elements of federal policies and programs where behavioral science research is likely to be most immediately and directly relevant. In this context, the order suggests questions for future research. For example, what can behavioral science teach policymakers about how to ensure that income-support programs reach their intended beneficiaries efficiently? How should policymakers provide consumers with information that help them make energy-saving choices among appliances, automobiles, or homes? How can we most effectively structure choices for borrowers among student loan repayment plans? The list of open questions remains long.

Researchers should also continue to seek opportunities to work with the federal government directly on applications of their research to policy. The order calls on agencies to both “recruit behavioral science
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service member Thrift Savings Plan (TSP) enrollment campaign</td>
<td>To promote participation in TSP, a workplace savings plan, SBST and the Department of Defense (DOD) launched an e-mail campaign. The TSP sent approximately 720,000 not-enrolled service members one of nine e-mails, with messages that applied various behavioral insights such as framing the decision to enroll as a choice between two options (&quot;Yes, I want to enroll&quot; or &quot;No, I do not want to enroll&quot;). The low-cost, timely message led to a fourfold increase in applications for IDR plans, with 4,327 applications for IDR plans made within 20 days of the e-mail being sent.</td>
<td>Compared with no message, the most effective message nearly doubled the rate at which service members signed up for TSP. E-mails informed by behavioral insights led to roughly 4,930 new enrollments and $1.3 million in savings in just one month. DOD is scaling up this intervention by sending periodic e-mails informed by behavioral insights to service members about the benefits of TSP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSP enrollment on base</td>
<td>To further promote saving, SBST and DOD prompted service members to make a yes or no choice about whether to contribute to TSP during an orientation briefing upon their arrival at a new military base. This intervention drew on research finding that asking employees to actively choose whether to participate in workplace savings plans can increase enrollment. The number of service members enrolling in TSP increased during the prompted-choice pilot study: 8.7% of nonenrolled service members enrolled, compared with 2.9% on average at three comparison bases and 4.3% during comparison periods at the pilot study’s base. On the basis of that success, DOD intends to apply insights from this pilot study across bases and installations with higher troop concentrations.</td>
<td>The redesigned e-mail led 22% more service members to reenroll in TSP within a week—3,770 more reenrollments than among those sent a standard message. On the basis of this result, DOD immediately scaled up the successful messaging in subsequent outreach efforts to remind service members to reenroll in TSP.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roth TSP reenrollment</td>
<td>To assist nearly 140,000 service members who were required to reenroll in their Roth TSP to continue making contributions, SBST and DOD redesigned an e-mail that alerted service members to the requirement to reenroll, incorporating behavioral insights such as emphasizing the new year as a chance for service members to make a fresh start. The redesigned e-mail led 22% more service members to reenroll in TSP within a week—3,770 more reenrollments than among those sent a standard message. On the basis of this result, DOD immediately scaled up the successful messaging in subsequent outreach efforts to remind service members to reenroll in TSP.</td>
<td>A series of eight personalized text messages to low-income students reminding them to complete the required tasks led to a 5.7-percentage-point increase in college enrollment, from 66.4% to 72.1%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curbing college enrollment summer melt</td>
<td>To help students enroll in college, SBST and the Department of Education’s office of Federal Student Aid (FSA) provided technical expertise to researchers and the nonprofit uAspire on the crafting of messages notifying high school graduates accepted to college of tasks required for matriculation. This trial built on prior work showing that sending students low-cost text message reminders to complete such tasks can curb summer melt. A series of eight personalized text messages to low-income students reminding them to complete the required tasks led to a 5.7-percentage-point increase in college enrollment, from 66.4% to 72.1%.</td>
<td>A series of eight personalized text messages to low-income students reminding them to complete the required tasks led to a 5.7-percentage-point increase in college enrollment, from 66.4% to 72.1%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student loan payment reminders</td>
<td>To help federal student loan borrowers repay those loans, SBST and FSA sent a reminder e-mail to over 100,000 borrowers who had missed their first payments. Research from other contexts suggests that low-cost reminders of this nature can help individuals make payments. The low-cost, timely message led to a fourfold increase in applications for IDR plans, with 4,327 applications for IDR plans made within 20 days of the e-mail being sent.</td>
<td>In the first week after it was sent, the reminder e-mail led to a 29.6% increase in the fraction of borrowers making a payment, moving the total from 2.7% to 3.5%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income-driven student loan repayment</td>
<td>To increase awareness of income-driven repayment (IDR) plans among student loan borrowers, SBST and FSA sent an informational e-mail about IDR plans to more than 800,000 borrowers who had fallen behind on payments. This project built on research finding that timely notices increase the use of benefits such as tax credits. The low-cost, timely message led to a fourfold increase in applications for IDR plans, with 4,327 applications for IDR plans made within 20 days of the e-mail being sent.</td>
<td>Highlighting that the veterans had earned the benefits led nearly 9% more veterans within the sample to access the application for the benefits. Farms that were sent a personalized letter with a customized set of action steps for applying for a microloan were 22% more likely to obtain a loan, increasing from 0.09 to 0.11%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education and career counseling veterans benefits</td>
<td>To increase veterans’ use of education and career counseling benefits, SBST and the Department of Veterans Affairs sent notices informing veterans of their benefits and the steps needed to apply. Farms that were sent a personalized letter with a customized set of action steps for applying for a microloan were 22% more likely to obtain a loan, increasing from 0.09 to 0.11%.</td>
<td>Farms that were sent a personalized letter with a customized set of action steps for applying for a microloan were 22% more likely to obtain a loan, increasing from 0.09 to 0.11%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Microloans for farmers                        | To improve economic outcomes for small-scale and specialized farmers, SBST and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) collaborated on a campaign to increase knowledge and use of loan options. Farms that were sent a personalized letter with a customized set of action steps for applying for a microloan were 22% more likely to obtain a loan, increasing from 0.09 to 0.11%. | Farms that were sent a personalized letter with a customized set of action steps for applying for a microloan were 22% more likely to obtain a loan, increasing from 0.09 to 0.11%. | (continuea)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Federal health insurance marketplace enrollment</td>
<td>To assist individuals and families with obtaining health insurance, SBST and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) sent one of eight behaviorally designed letter variants to each of more than 700,000 individuals who had already begun but not completed the enrollment process. The letters varied behavioral dynamics, including action language, an implementation intention prompt, a picture, social norm messaging, a pledge, and loss aversion.</td>
<td>Those sent the most effective version of the letter were 13.2% more likely to enroll in health insurance than were those not sent a letter, with enrollment rates of 4.56% and 4.03%, respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial funding fee reports</td>
<td>To improve the accuracy of sales figures self-reported by vendors selling goods and services to the government, SBST and the General Services Administration (GSA) redesigned an online data-entry form to include a signature box at the top of the page where a user had to confirm the accuracy of self-reported sales. This intervention was based on research finding that a confirmation entered at the beginning of a form reduces self-reporting errors.</td>
<td>Because vendors pay the federal government a small fee based on those sales reports, introducing this box led to an additional $1.59 million in fees collected within a single quarter. On the basis of this result, GSA is making permanent changes to the form to incorporate a signature box.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delinquent debt repayment</td>
<td>To increase debt recovery from individuals with outstanding nontax debt, SBST worked with the Department of the Treasury’s Debt Management Service (DMS) to redesign a collection letter. On the basis of recent research from the United Kingdom showing that social comparisons can increase tax collection revenues, the new letter highlighted the fact that 91% of Americans pay their debts on time.</td>
<td>No difference in payment rates was observed, but changes such as shortening the web address for making an online payment led 45% more individuals to pay online, representing an increase from 1.5% to 2.2%. DMS has permanently shortened the web link in the collection letter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letters to controlled-substance prescribers</td>
<td>To reduce inappropriate prescribing of controlled substances, SBST and HHS’s Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) sent providers with unusually high billing patterns a letter comparing their prescribing rates with prescribing rates of their peers. Educational information about proper prescribing practices was included. This intervention was based on research showing that physicians respond to normative messages, for example, receiving feedback on their vaccination rates relative to those of their peers.</td>
<td>No measurable impact was seen on prescription rates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving Treasury accounts online</td>
<td>To determine if letters could encourage security holders to transfer accounts to an online platform, SBST collaborated with the Department of the Treasury’s Bureau of the Fiscal Service to design outreach to account holders.</td>
<td>Letters that included a personal appointment made with a call center led to 23% higher call-in rates than standard letters did, representing an increase from 10.6% to 13.0%. The default appointment intervention builds on behavioral science research finding that individuals are more likely to follow through on plans that identify specific moments of action. Account conversion rates remained low for both groups, however.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenant satisfaction survey</td>
<td>To increase response rates to a workplace survey that is used to determine federal office space management strategies, SBST and the GSA incorporated behavioral insights into the timing and messaging of e-mails announcing the survey.</td>
<td>Among other findings, e-mail click rates were highest at lunchtime, with 15.3% of e-mails sent at 11:55 a.m. resulting in recipients clicking through to the survey, compared with 13.3% click-through from the 8:55 a.m. letters.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Double-sided printing</td>
<td>To encourage double-sided printing, SBST and the USDA’s Economic Research Service (ERS) created a dialog box that asked employees to change their default printer setting to double-sided after employees had initiated a single-sided print job.</td>
<td>This prompt increased the likelihood of double-sided printing by 5.8 percentage points, from a baseline of 46%. On the basis of this finding, ERS plans to change the default setting of all printers to double-sided.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

experts” and to “strengthen agency relationships with the research community” (see reference 1, section 1[a] [iii–iv]). SBST is eager to foster relationships and collaborations between agencies and the behavioral science research community. Direct engagement with agencies and programs is often the best way for researchers to understand the details of programs and identify feasible behavioral recommendations.

For policymakers, the work of SBST and the executive order point to the potential for still broader social impact. Policy applications of behavioral insights to date, as illustrated by the examples above, have been primarily retrospective. They involve reviewing existing programs through a behavioral science lens and updating programs and policies to reflect recent advances from the field. Going forward, this work should be done on a more prospective basis: Behavioral science findings and methods should be incorporated into policy design as policies are being developed so that they reflect those insights from the start. In other words, much work remains to be done.
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